October Newsletter

The start of a Holiday season like no other

So far, I am sure you will agree, 2020 has been a year like no other. A pandemic for the ages,
social unrest, political turmoil and extreme weather have all contributed to a tumultuous year.
While all this has been unfolding and many of us have been stuck at home, managing our careers
through Zoom or Google Hangouts, the grocery industry at large and the produce department
specifically have chugged along exceeding the numbers seen in previous years. What does this
mean for the start of the Holiday season? Stay tuned I am nearly certain the tumult of this year
is not over.
It is times like this where it becomes doubly important to keep your ear to the ground and your
eyes on the ball. The Execulytics Newsletter can help you do just that. Our exclusive Produce
Moneyball feature predicts November costs for early Holiday time favorites. In That's what she
(and he) said we look at consumer attitudes towards packaging in the midst of the pandemic.
Lastly in Store Tours we get back into the stores looking for merchandising that exemplifies the
change from summer holidays to THE Holidays.
I hope you enjoy this month's edition of the Execulytics Newsletter. This month, our Execulytics
featured service is Retail 101. If you want to know what makes your retail buyers tick, this fullday seminar could be what you're looking for. And now it is available virtually.

Produce Moneyball

This month, Produce Moneyball will review costs for products that
are likely to make it on an Autumn dinner plate. Call them comfort
foods, fall harvest foods, or if you live south of the border,
Thanksgiving foods. Whatever you call them, they are most definitely
different than the summer time favorites we have reviewed in
recent editions.
This month, using historical costs from the years 2010 through 2019
we will predict the weekly FOB costs of 24 x 12 oz. Cranberries, 25
lb. Brussels Sprouts and 90 count Bartlett Pears for November of
this year. If after reading the following predictions they make you
go 'hmmm', feel free to reach out, I'm always happy to discuss
numbers. But remember predicting future costs is risky business, use
Produce Moneyball at your own peril and be sure to combine it with
other pieces of intelligence you have at your disposal.

24 x 12 oz. Cranberries
Cranberries, like other products in the produce department have their time in the spotlight.
But unlike most other products, when their time is up, they are nowhere to be found. So when
they are available, we have to make the most of them. Just as long as 'making the most' of
them does not leave you with a pile of unsaleable cranberries in the New Year. Easier said than
done.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, cranberries are remarkably stable during their season. Once volumes
are confirmed, costs are more or less set leading to a weekly cost line that does not deviate
much from the trend line. However, we do see about 1.4% of annual average deflation. All this
leads to a projection around $26 FOB during November that fluctuates by pennies week to
week.

25 lb. Brussels Sprouts
I've said it before and I'll say it again, Brussels Sprouts should win an award for the most
improved vegetable in the produce department. It has gone from one of the least favorite in
the minds of many, to almost the most favorite. I guess we can thank Martha Stewart for
bringing Brussels Sprouts to the pinnacle it enjoys today.

Wow, not for the faint of heart. FOB costs have fluctuated from a low of $16 to a high of over
$40 over the last 10 years. Average annual inflation of approximately 2.4% is responsible for
the highs and lows to be increasing during what appears to be a two-year cycle. Nevertheless,
we predict FOB costs at just over $27 and increasing to over $33 throughout November.

90 Count Bartlett Pears
There's just something about a fruit bowl filled with Bartlett Pears that makes me think about
the Fall. I am sure it has a lot to do with their peak availability during these cooler weather
months. At any rate, I look forward to their unique combination of crunch and sweetness every
year around this time.

The last 10 years has been relatively stable for the cost of Bartlett Pears. Although there was
an annual inflation rate of approximately 2.7%, a little higher than the broader economy. Below,
you will see our projections are for FOB costs to range in the high $20's, while slightly
increasing throughout the month.

The 2020 Produce Almanac is the place to go to see the costing data
used to build these models. Click on the button to find out more. Also,
feel free to monitor the costs of cranberries, brussels sprouts and
bartlett pears and drop me a line to compare actuals vs. projections.

Produce
Almanac

That's what she (and he) said
This month, we get back to
our review of consumer
preferences when
purchasing produce. In past
editions of That's what she
(and he) said we looked at
organics and local produce.
This month we look at
packaged fruit and
vegetables and whether the
produce buying public
prefers to buy their fresh
produce loose or protected
using some form of
packaging. Over the coming
weeks we will review the
reasons why some people
prefer packaged produce
and why some prefer loose.
We will also investigate if
COVID-19 is responsible for
changing views regarding
packaging.

Few differences in preferences between fruit and veg...
...but how important are those differences? We asked the Execulytics consumer panel
whether they prefer to purchase their fruit and vegetables loose or packaged. At first
glance it looks like the produce eating public have similar feelings regarding buying fruit
and veg. But a closer look at the pie charts below shows that 31% more people prefer
packaged vegetables than prefer packaged fruit. What's interesting is the demographic
makeup of the people that prefer packaged veg, but not packaged fruit. They are all
females under the age of 50. Perhaps this says something about who has the bulk of meal
preparation duties amongst working families. I am making a bit of a leap assuming that the
difference is because of value added vegetables, which come almost exclusively packaged
and those responsible for meal preparation tend towards value added vegetables. But this,
of course, would require further study.

A deeper dive is telling
As we get a little deeper involved with
the data, a few interesting things pop
out. For one, millennial females are most
inclined to prefer their fruit loose. Of
course it gets a little dangerous when
cutting data so fine, but it does highlight
some tendencies that might warrant
further study. Nevertheless this
demographic indexes at 125 to the rest
of the survey group when it comes to
preferring loose fruit.

Then there are the gen-X males who
can't come to a consensus on how they
want to buy their vegetables. Just over
40% say the prefer loose, by far the
lowest of any demographic, indexing at
62 to the rest of the survey group.
Meanwhile, the same percentage have no
preference for how their vegetables are
purchased. I guess they only care that
they are available at all in one form or
another.

Judging by the answers from the Execulytics consumer panel this month, loose produce
still wins out over packaged. Be sure to check out future editions of That's what she
(and he) said to discover some of the reasons why loose is the favored format and if
opinions are changing at all due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Harness the power of consumer
intelligence
If the Execulytics Consumer Panel can help your
organization accomplish your customer goals click on
the button to learn about our expanded capabilities.

Find out more

Store Tours

I am sure it will come as no surprise that there was
plenty of fall harvest displays in the stores this month.
Lots of pumpkins, including many different varieties of
pumpkins. But there was more going on too. Read below
to see what we saw.

Western Canada
Signs of the pandemic remain

Walking through a Walmart store in the Province of Alberta, you can definitely see
evidence that we are in the middle of a pandemic. Directional signage are on the floors to
ensure there isn't any unnecessary customer mingling while they shop. And signage is
placed on displays encouraging social distancing, citing the Canadian Health Ministry and
the World Health Organization as authorities that are advocating the practice.
But other than these signs of the pandemic, the shopping experience is hardly impacted.
Below, from the same store are displays brimming with product, both on inline displays and
in off-shelf bin displayers. If you happen to be shopping, chances are you will get the
produce items you came for.

Ontario
Fall decorating is here!
What a change in variety from when I was a kid. Actually, you don't even have to go back
that far to remember decorative pumpkins coming only in one style. Today, as can be seen
in the pictures below from an Ontario Superstore there are many different varieties of
pumpkins. There seems to be a variety to suit every preference. And they are not
displayed in any small quantities, either. These pictures, snapped a good 40 days before
Halloween shows this store is clearly expecting significant sales. Maybe they read last
month's newsletter, featuring pumpkin purchase intentions in the That's what she (and
he) said section.

It's not just the produce
department getting into the
fall decorating act. Still at
Ontario Superstore, is a
display of fall mums and other
floral items, supported by
several racks begind the
display. Notice the use of
space outside the store to
present an inviting store
entrance.

More Fall Merchandising
The picture on the right from a Walmart store
in Ontario is proudly displaying mini gourds.
Another sign of the merchandising flip from
selling summer fruits to satisfying consumer
demands for fall decorating type merchandise.

In the same Ontario Walmart store
we see a display of meat alternatives
including tofu products. Although this
type of product has been displayed in
the produce department in many
stores across North America, we see
it now being displayed under the
heading of 'Plant Based'. This display
shows how emerging consumer trends
are being presented to customers,
using a product lineup that has long
been a mainstay of the produce
department.

If there are elements of this newsletter that you think could become a custom service for
your organization, drop me a line, I am available to discuss your business needs. Feel free
to forward this email to your colleagues and encourage them to subscribe by sending their
name and email address to info@execulytics.ca or by signing up at our
website execulytics.ca
Sincerely,
Managing Partner

Mike Mauti

Execulytics Consulting
884 Hemlock Drive, Milton
Canada
info@execulytics.ca

